
Finally an emergency
alarm that

works
anywhere.

Perfect for people at risk of falls

Texts up to 6 emergency contacts with 
your GPS location and then calls them

consecutively. Can call 911.

Speak hands free through your pendant.

After activation the pendant makes
audio announcements to guide the wearer

through their emergency.
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How it works.

The LiveLife 4Gx Mobile Alert is an SOS alarm that works wherever there is 4Gx, 4G 

or 3G coverage through the AT & T cellular network which covers 99% of the USA

population.

                             When the help button on the pendant is pressed it uses Bluetooth and 

                             GPS to send out up to 6 help text messages with the wearer’s location on 

                             Google Maps. This is accurate to 2.5 yards. When family or friends receive 

                             the call from the Mobile Alert they will already know exactly where the 

                             wearer  is located. After activation the pendant makes audio

                             announcements to guide the wearer and keep them informed.

                             The Mobile Alarm then begins the call sequence.  When the first contact 

                             answers the pendant allows the wearer to speak and listen hands free.  

                             It’s just like a normal phone conversation. The pendant has loud and 

                             clear audio. When the wearer is finished talking they can end the call 

                             very easily. 

Other contacts who have received the help text message can then try calling the 

pendant if they like and speak to the wearer. 

At any time the contacts can find out the location of the pendant by sending a simple 

text to it. It will reply with it’s exact location on Google Maps.

Revolutionary technology
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product design
winner

With the LiveLife 4Gx Mobile Alert you can go

anywhere knowing help is just a press of a

button away. It is perfect for people who want

to feel safe everwhere, not just at home.

It is a stylish pendant that works on the AT & T

cellular network but without the complicated

features of mobile phones. The wearer doesn’t

need a mobile phone, wifi or the internet.

When activated, the pendant sends up to 6

help messages via text using the built-in Swiss

precision GPS with a link to Google Maps 

showing the wearer’s location to within 2.5 

yards.

It then starts calling up to 6 emergency 

contacts one after the other using 

the AT & T cellular

network. You can

even include

911 as a

contact!

When one of the emergency contacts answers,

the wearer is able  to talk hands free through

the showerproof pendant. Anyone who knows

the mobile number of the pendant can call it

and it answers in speaker-phone mode 

automatically. 

You can easily locate the pendant via text and

it will send you the location on Google Maps.

Includes a fall detection capability designed

to activate for more serious falls likely to

result in unconciousness. It alerts all contacts.

In an emergency it contacts family and

friends, not strangers in a call centre who 

will just call your family and friends anyway.

It has its own SIM card installed and cell

number. It comes all setup, ready to wear with

12 months warranty and a 14 day moneyback

guarantee.

The LiveLife 4Gx Mobile Alert

pendant weighs the same as 

three quarters. It has a soft,

non-slip surface and comes with

a ‘safety’ lanyard, belt clip

and wristband.

Being showerproof you can

wear it in the shower or even a

tropical downpour.

The pendant fully

recharges in the 

charging station 

in 25 minutes.

The wearer 

can also call 

one of the 

emergency

contacts at

any time if

they wish.

Recommended 
by CHOICE after 
scoring best in 
recent CHOICE 
tests.
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Intelligent. So simple to use.

The LiveLife Mobile Alert comes with a new Smart Charging Station. It’s Bluetooth 

automatically stays connected to your pendant when you are at home so you can

be sure the alarm knows where the wearer is at all times.

You can conveniently keep it next to your bed at night as it has its 

own SOS button and loudspeaker. The Smart Charging Station talks 

to you just like the pendant does to tell you when the device is 

charging and when your pendant is activated it guides you through 

your emergency.

With the new Bluetooth 5 technology the battery life of the 

pendant is extended to four to five days of use. It only takes 

25 minutes to charge.

The LiveLife Mobile Alert scored highest in CHOICE

Magazine’s testing and review of ‘personal alarms’ in 

both 2017 and 2018. 

Smart charging station 5 “ Your alarm 
   is charging ”

“ Your alarm
   is activated ”

“ Calling 
   contact 1”

“ A fall has
been detected”

Smart Talk Feature

Recommended by CHOICE after 
scoring best in recent CHOICE 
tests for personal Alarms.

Recommended by CHOICE 



$
Ready to go.

Freecall: 866 205 4872           Web: www.livelifealarms.com         Email: info@livelifealarms.com          Address: 640 S 500 W, Bountiful Utah 84010

PERSONAL MOBLE ALARMS

Just one affordable payment to own 

outright* No monthly monitoring centre

fees. Programmed and ready to use

straight out of the box.

Freecall: 866 205 487


